Abstract-Adaptive Critic methods for reinforcement learning are known to provide consistent solutions to optimal control problems, and are also considered plausible models for cognitive learning processes. This paper discusses binary reinforcement in the context of three Adaptive Critic methods: Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP), Dual Heuristic Programming OAP), and Globalized Dual Heuristic Programming (GDHP). Binary reinforcement arises when the qualitative measure of success is simply "pass" or "fail". We implement binary reinforcement with Adaptive Critic methods for the pole-cart benchmark problem. Results demonstrate two qualitatively dissimilar classes of controllers: those that replicate the system stabilization achieved with quadratic utility, and those that merely succeed at not dropping the pole. It is found that the GDHP method is effective for learning an approximately optimal solution, with results comparable to those obtained via DHP that uses a more informative, quadratic utility function.
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive Critic methods are a family of reinforcement leaming paradigms that perform approximate dynamic programming. The dynamic programming framework and, therefore, Adaptive Critic methods have been found to provide consistent solutions to optimal control problems in an engineering context [I] , [4], [6] , [9] , [lo] . Furthermore, these methods are considered plausible models for cognitive learning processes [3], [6] .
Dynamic programming is a method for solving multistage decision problems in which the goal is to minimize (or maximize) some function over time by deciding on actions to take at the present moment [2]. At each instant in time, a decision regarding a course of action must be made based on current information, but the ultimate goal is long-term, so some estimate of the future effects of current actions must be made based on experience. In dynamic programming, a primary utility function U(f) is defined that measures the cost for the action taken at each time t. Then a secondary utility function, J(t), is defined that represents the accumulation of all future costs that will follow:
J ( O = -j y U ( t + k )
(1) k=O where y is a discount factor that determines the weight of future costs relative to the present. The primary utility function is usually formulated as a function of the observable states of the plant (system) that is being controlled. The secondary utility function, being the sum of all future primary utility along a trajectory, requires knowledge about the state trajectories of the system. The trajectories are determined by the vector field of the coupled plant-controller.
The action taken at time f by the controller is govemed by a control policy, which is a mapping between system states and possible actions. Thus J is dependent on the plant dynamics and the current control policy. The goal of dynamic programming is to find the control policy that minimizes J for all points in state space.
Adaptive Critic methods learn the optimal control policy by providing feedback to the controller (referred to as the Action) in the form of G J h , which can be viewed as a measure of how a change in the control policy affects the J value for the current state. A Critic structure is used to generate this feedback, and the Critic itself is learning to improve its approximation of the J-surface in state space.
There is a certain class of problems to which only more primitive reinforcement learning methods, such as QLearning, have traditionally been applied. This class of problems is characterized by a somewhat qualitative measure of success, the extreme case being a binary-valued function that simply indicates success or failure. An example of this type of problem is given by a child learning to walk. As the child attempts to make steps, no feedback is received until the child falls down. So the utility function for each step is binary-valued success or failure. Another example is provided by an autonomous agent searching an unknown environment for a particular resource, where the feedback may simply indicate "found" or "not found". In general, many biological learning problems and challenging machine leaming problems can be Characterized in this way. Since Adaptive Critic methods have proven to be effective in control engineering, it is worthwhile to consider their usefulness for these types of problems as well. This paper focuses on three Adaptive Critic methods:
Heuristic Dynamic Programming (HDP), Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP), and Globalized Dual Heuristic Programming (GDHP). In HDP, the Critic outputs an estimate of J; in DHP, the Critic outputs an estimate of the gradient of J with respect to the states of the system; in GDHDP, the Critic generates both these values. All three methods use a Model structure to model the plant dynamics, but the way in which the Model is incorporated into the learning process differs in a significant way between the methods. This will be discussed further in the sections detailing each method. A series of experiments was conducted to gain insight into the learning processes and the resulting solutions of the three methods, and to explore their performance using a hinary utility function,. The experiments were conducted using a well-known non-linear control problem, the polecart. The remainder of this paper presents the details of these experiments, including the specific implementation of each method, and a discussion of the results.
II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Problem Definition
The pole-cart problem has been used extensively as a benchmark problem for control and learning. There are many variations on the problem, so a brief description of the particular setup used here is appropriate. The plant consists of a wheeled cart on a track, so that the motion of the cart is constrained to one dimension. A pole is mounted on the cart with a joint that allows the pole to swing 180 degrees (90 degrees in either direction from vertical) in a plane that is aligned with the track. The control objective is to keep the pole in a vertical position while, at the same time, keeping the cart at the center of the track. Four variables are used to describe the state of the plant:
x : the distance between the center of the cart and the center of the track, in meters x : the velocity of the cart along the track, in meters per second 6' : the angle of the pole, in radians, relative to vertical 0 : the angular velocity of the pole, in radians per sec.
A single continuous-valued control, F, represents a force applied to the cart along the direction of the track. The magnitude of the force is constrained to the interval [-IS, 151 Newtons. (Some versions of the problem use a discrete force, but here it is continuous.) The equations describing the nonlinear dynamics of the plant are:
8 gravitational acceleration M = 1.1 combined mass of pole and cart e= X = m=0.1 massofpole I = 0.5 distance from pivot to pole's center of mass For these experiments, a simulation of the plant was implemented using fourth order Runge-Kutta integration with a time step of 0.0125 seconds.
E. Utility Functions
One control objective for this problem is to maintain the pole at a vertical angle, defined as B = 0, and at the center of the track, defined as x = 0, it would be natural to use a utility function:
where the goal is to minimize the sum of utility over time. This defmition makes use of our knowledge about the dynamics of the plant and the desired objective, and is continuous in all regions of state space. The shape of this utility function is a quadratic surface; Figure 1 shows the slice of the surface io the U-B plane. This is the type of utility function that is traditionally used for derivative Adaptive Critic methods.
U ( t ) = @ ( I )
2 + x ( t ) 2 / ! On the other hand, the control objective could be just to not drop the pole and not run off the track. In this case, the only measure of success would be whether the pole fell over or the cart went off the track, and the utility function would be a step function, as shown in Figure 2 . Although this does define a relationship between utility and the slate of the plant, it is not as informative as (4) because the gradient of U with respect to 0 is 0 everywhere except at the threshold values, at which points the gradient is undefined. In other words, the instantaneous value U(t) provides no information about how well the controller is doing until a failure occurs, and then the information is received too late to be of any use. If the threshold values that define failure are known, then a better utility fimction (which is still binary-valued) would have thresholds inside of the actual thresholds, so that an indication that the plant is in an undesirable region of state space is received earlier. This type of utility function can be used for either HDP or GDHP learning, but not DHP. Finally, an additional modification could be made to the utility function so that the utility function itself is not hinaryvalued, but its gradient is 0 or *I. This modification requires no additional knowledge; the gradient is already 0 within the thresholds, so giving the function a slope of +I and -1 outside the thresholds results in the function shown in Figure 3 . This type of utility function is appropriate for using DHP-style learning, and is still within the set of utility functions that partition state space into a viable region and a non-viable region. 
C. Heuristic Dynamic Programming
The architecture for an HDP-style leaming system is shown in Figure 4 , where both the Critic and the Action are learning simultaneously. The training algorithm makes use of a recursive form of (I):
The Action receives feedback from the Critic, which is (6) calculated by:
The first term on the right side of the equation is the Jacobian across the Utility, and the second term is the product of the Jacobian across the Critic multiplied by the Jacobian across the Model. The Action then uses the chain rule and this feedback signal to adjust its parameters (in the case of a neural network, the parameters are adjusted by backpropagation).
The Critic receives feedback from its own consecutive estimates of J, making use of (5): Ec = J ( t ) -( U ( t ) + yJ(1 +I))
The role of the Model in HDP is to generate the Jacobian needed for the error signal to the Action, and it plays no part in the Critic learning. The Critic is learning to recognize the viable region of state space by internalizing the utility function, but does not make use of the approximation of the plant dynamics provided by the Model. For these experiments, the Action and the Critic structures were both implemented as feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer. The Critic network has six state inputs, four hidden neurons and a single output. The Action network has six state inputs, one hidden neuron and a single output. The inputs are scaled to values between -1 and 1. Both networks use a hyperbolic tangent activation function for the hidden layer, and the Critic uses a lmear output function. The Action uses a hyperbolic tangent output function that is then multiplied by a gain factor to produce values between -15 and 15.
The training consisted of initializing the pole-cart with a non-zero angle 6 and all other state variables set to 0, and then running the simulation for 30 seconds. Both the Critic and the Action networks are sampled at 40 Hz and were updated at each step. Six different initial angles were used for a complete training cycle, in the following order: 5, -2.5, 7.5, -10, 2.5, -7.5 degrees. The training parameter values used were: 0.3 for y, 0.1 for the Critic learning rate, and 0.06 for the Action learning rate.
D.Dual Heuristic Programming
The principal difference between DHP and HDP is found in the Critic. The general architecture is the same as that shown in Figure 4 , except that the HDP Critic outputs an estimate ofJ, and the DHP Critic outputs an estimate of: which is the gradient of the secondary utility function with respect to the states of the plant, so 1 is a vector. The Action is trained in the same way as in HDP. To train the D W Critic, the target value is calculated by differentiating (5) and each comDonent of the target vector becomes:
where 1(1+l) is generated by the Critic at the next time step. The Jacobian across the Model gives the derivative of the next state with respect to the current state, and the derivative of the next state with respect to the current control. Thus the Model in DHP influences the Critic, and the Critic learns by internalizing both the utility function and the plant dynamics as approximated by the Model. Therefore, it is not surprising that DHP has been found to learn faster and produce better solutions than HDP.
For these experiments, the Critic was implemented as a feed-forward neural network with six state inputs, a single hidden neuron, and four outputs. The hidden neuron uses a hyperbolic tangent activation function and the output layer is linear. The Action is implemented in exactly the same way as described for HDP. The system was trained using the same strategy and learning rates used for HDP, and a value of 1.0 for y.
E. Globalized Dual Heuristic Programming
This type of hybrid Adaptive Critic method has been proposed by Prokhorov [ 5 ] and further described by Shannon [8] . The idea is to use a Critic with a scalar output, as in HDP, and to train using both the Bellman recursion, as in HDP, and its derivative, as in DHP. This results in a real, finite-valued J approximation together with the more accurate derivative estimates associated with the DHP method.
The derivative, 1, is obtained by backpropagation through the Critic, and the Critic is trained to produce better estimates of A. So, to update the weights, one error signal must be propagated forward from the inputs and the other error signal must be propagated backward from the outputs.
For a critic with a single hidden layer, no bias weights, and linear output, the critic output can be expressed as where g, o is the activation fimction of the jth hidden layer neuron. The partial derivatives of the output with respect to the input are which are customarily evaluated via backpropagation. Observe that one can minimize an error measured on the network's partial derivatives. The update equations can be calculated from
The critic is trained by generating J(f) and J(!+l) estimates, computing the associated partial derivatives L(t) and I ( f + l ) via backpropagation, and then generating both HDP and DHP-style errors by plugging these values into the Bellman recursion,
The network weights are then adjusted to make the recursion error as small as possible using a delta rule, e.g.
The Critic and the Action were implemented in exactly the same way as described for HDP. The system was trained using the same strategy and parameters used for HDP.
RESULTS
Each of the three methods was used with both quadratic and qualitative utility. For HDP and GDHP, the qualitative utility function was that shown in Figure 2 , with a threshold of 0.1. The utility function shown in Figure 3 was used for DHP. After a complete training cycle, each of the trained Actions was evaluated using a series of generalization tests with initial conditions different from those used for training.
All three methods converged on solutions using either utility functions. With a continuous utility function, the resulting controllers stabilize the pole in a vertical position and the cart at the center of the track. With a qualitative utility function, the trained controllers stabilize the pole and cart within the desired region defmed by the thresholds of the utility function. However, there may be significant oscillation within this region. All the trained controllers were able to generalize for larger displacement angles than those encountered during training.
Both the GDHP and DHP methods were found to converge more rapidly and more consistently than HDP. And GDHF' with qualitative utility was able to produce a trained controller with performance comparable to that produced by DHP with a quadratic utility function. Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the system response for this controller. It is interesting to note in Figure 7 how the controller responds to an initial cart displacement, a situation that was not part of its training. The controller first pushes the cart further from the center which causes the pole to lean in a negative direction. The controller pushes the cart towards the center and drives the pole back towards vertical at the same time.
Figures 8 and 9 show the system response for another GDHP-trained controller. This is an example of a solution which satisfies the definition of the problem as keeping the pole and the cart within a desired region, but which exhibits a steady state of oscillation across the region.
Iv. CONCLUSION
The results of these experiments demonstrate that all three Adaptive Critic methods used here are applicable to binary reinforcement problems. All three methods will converge to a solution of the pole-cart control problem with a qualitative utility function. The solutions produced satisfy the definition of the problem as one of keeping the system within the desired range of state space. However, some of the solutions exibit a steady state characterized by oscillation across the defined desired range. The GDHP method was able to produce a higher quality solution that stabilized the system at the center of the desired range, which is comparable to the solution produced by DHP with a continuous utility function. Furthermore, both GDHP and DHP were found to converge on solutions more rapidly and with more consistency than HDP.
Overall, we conclude that derivative Adaptive Critic methods and GDHP in particular, are very promising models for furlher research in biological learning processes as well as artificial intelligence. 
